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Well! All of these brands, very popular and formerly only available
online, are now at Target! I don’t know about you, but I’m excited!
Especially about the Jane Carter and Curls! This will certainly save on
shipping!
Miss Jessie’s: Check out their facebook page or their website to see
the locations their products will be available.

VIDEOS

Thanks for reading! Remember that our
hair is a gift and that it can blossom and
grow if we take good care of it. If you have
questions, want to share your story, or just
want to say hi, please email me at

kcurly@newlynatural.com

Jane Carter Solution: Here’s the list from their website.
Shea Moisture: Some of the products are only available online, here
is the Target website. You can also find the stores they’re sold in by
typing in your info here.
Curls: Here’s a list of Target stores now carrying Curls products.
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you trying to lose weight

and B e healthy ?

Me too! Join me at my new fitness blog:
www.runninginafatsuit.com/blog. It's not
just for runners!
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The PJ is me is giddy with joy! This is just another reason for
me to LOVE Target!

Mikou

April 7, 2010 at 12:39 am
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Fair warning: I was intersted in the Curls products, but the
stuff at Target is a “budget friendly alternative to the professional
CURLS™ Professional line.” I’m a little disappointed because I was
hoping to check out the Professional products without worrying
about shipping costs. Nevertheless, I plan to check out what’s
available.
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I looked on the list for my city and couldn’t help but notice
that the only Target stores that carry the products are in the
southern sector with is predominately African American. I can
understand the marketing in it (I suppose), but there are many
sisters like me who live in more diverse parts of town and would
love to have access to these products. *sad face*

CocoDreamee

for answers ?

3

Went to Target looking for Miss Jessie’s. They didn’t have
the full line but I guess that’s to be expected. Hopefully over time
they will carry the full line.

Just A Girl

L ooking
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Aww, Just a Girl, I figured there had to be some type of
catch. But I’m still excited that natural hair products are starting to
become more accessible. I recently went to Sephora and purcahsed
some CD products. Can I tell you I was kinda stuck on pause being
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able to see the products in front of me instead of on my laptop
screen?! LOL Only something a curly girl would understand
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LOL @ “stuck on pause”!
I finally made it over to Target in Rockville and after an extended
search found the items on a back endcap a few aisles away from the
hair care products. It was *sort of* near the hair care aisles. I
thought at first it would be shelved with the Burts Bees and
Giovanni (esp the Jane Carter and SheaMoisture since they are
mostly natural), but nope. They weren’t shelved near the “ethnic”
products, nor near the Fekkai stuff. I guess the managers are trying
to figure out where the products belong. I think they are also trying
to figure this out online…a click on the natural (as in organic) hair
care products online doesn’t show JC for instance. Go to “ethnic”
and there they are.
Either way, I’m glad the items are in the stores and I tried the
SheaMoisture Leave-In…WONDERFUL!

Nala on Regimen

WEN® by Chaz
Dean
Chaz Dean's
WEN® Healthy
Hair Care. Just
$29.95 & Free
Bonuses!
www.WenHaircare.com

Shea Butter
Shampoo
Moisturizing Shea
Butter Shampoo.
Natural Hair Care
from L'Occitane.
usa.Loccitane.com/SheaH

Naturally Curly
Hair?
Mixed Chicks
leave-in
conditioner One
product eliminates
frizz
www.mixedchicks.net
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@ Just a Girl, I’m sorry!
I was actually surprised to find
that the Target near me has the products, because I live in a
predominantly White area. But, sure enough, they have it and they
seem to be selling out and restocking very quickly, too, from what
I’ve seen in the last two weeks.

Tiffany

April 11, 2010 at 12:25 am

Mizani Hair
Products
Buy Mizani
products here
Items in-stock and
ship fast
www.just4beauty.com
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as usual, none of the stores near me carry anything useful.
guess there aren’t enough Black people in my area. LOL!
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@Christina and CocoDreamee:
I am so happy you all have found success in your areas. All I want is
for them to put the products out in my area and see how fast they
sell out, too!!

The Causes and
Cures of Dandruff

K curly ' s T weets !
@Raynbow101 aww thank you!! 83 days ago
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May 10, 2010 at 12:53 am
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THOUGHTS ON THE “MISS JESSIE’S” PRODUCTS:
1)The “MISS JESSIE’S” products USE MINERAL OIL
& PETROLATUM (both of which damage both
hair & skin) AS two of the KEY INGREDIENTS
2) Titi & Miko – THE OWNER’S of the “Miss Jessie’s”
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Thanks for the many congrats and well
wishes, ladies! 88 days ago
@Fleurzty yay! Congrats! Gonna check it
out! 104 days ago
@veggiegirl314 ug! I'm so sorry! 104 days
ago

@mynaturalme aww thanks! 116 days ago

product line (AND most of THE CLIENTS they choose
to photograph) — achieve their hair-styles because
they USE what they call a ”Silkener”’ (which is simply
a mild relaxer / texturizer & made of CHEMICALS).

T op S ista S ites

3) The same results can be achieved for a fraction of
the cost by going to a store and purchasing / applying
the same dangerous (ex. relaxer / texturizer) as well
as damaging (ex. mineral oil / petrolatum) products.
4) People should save their money (and hair) by avoiding
the cheaply-made / expensively-sold products (such as
the ”Miss Jessie’s” line) that contain worthless and
harmful ingredients such as mineral oil / petrolatum
and / or are “chemically-dependent” to achieve results.
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